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IN THE GALLERIES | FEBRUARY 2–24th 2007

OPENING RECEPTION
SUNDAY, February 4th 4–7pm
Hours: Noon–6pm Tuesday–Friday
       Noon–4pm Saturday and by appointment

DOWNSTAIRS GALLERY
NEW PAINTINGS BY
SUNG MEE LEE AND MARK MAHER

UPSTAIRS GALLERY
SIBSHIP
NEW WORKS BY THE LOMBARDI FAMILY

OPEN WINDOW
TOY CAMERA PHOTOS BY
DANIELLE BLASZAK

2ND FL. HALL GALLERY
FORCED MIGRATIONS: NEW ORLEANS MUSICIANS IN NEW COMMUNITIES
PHOTO INSTALLATION BY JESSICA RAIMONDI

LEFT PAINTING BY S. LEE/ RIGHT ILLUSTRATION BY A. LOMBARDI
AS220 IS FUNDED IN PART BY THE RI STATE COUNCIL ON THE ARTS AND THE WALLACE FOUNDATION